Milan, March 2011

New Queens 72’ “Black Hull”
Once again, the Rosignano shipyard stuns with the launch of its new Queen. Queens 72’
“Black Hull” has been introduced to the public at the 50th Genoa Boat Show. Re-styling the
fortunate Queens 70’, this new model combines the elegance of a black hull with an ivory
color for the deck. The combination creates a very sophisticated and sporty effect and
expresses a striking personality aligned with the customization philosophy of the shipyard.
Wide windows on each side capture every source of natural light and give a sense of
continuity with the sea. Queens Yachts features a hydraulic sliding system for the Hard
Top, and a lateral pantographic door that favors movement to and from the outside. The
new style, chosen to refresh the layout and achieve a better use of the spaces, is
immediately noticeable in the living room. The deck turns into a bright open space with all
desirable comforts, starting from a big white-leather sofa expressing the shipyard’s intent
for the relax of the owner and his guests. Between the living room and the dinette, a table
and a pouf easily convertible to a full-size table draw an imaginary line between the two
environments. The table, in white and shiny glass, can accommodate up to eight guests.
White lacquer furniture is aligned along the right side where an up&down plasma screen
system can also be hosted. Two other poufs complete the dinette to make it into a
convivial environment. All the furniture is white, high tech and fashionable, with top
surfaces in black glass matching to the hull, for a highly volumetric optical effect. On the
right, is the double wheelhouse.Stepping down from the upper deck, we discover the
unmistakable style of the Queens Yachts with the master cabin located askew the stern.
Striking for its unexpected volume, it features a transversal king-size bed and a wide walkin closet. The modern bathroom is adorned with valuable materials like black stone. In a
witty interplay of spaces, the hi-tech and fully-equipped galley separates the master cabin
from the other areas to guarantee the owner’s and guests’ privacy. Towards the bow, we
find the double-bed and the VIP cabins, both with private bathrooms. Here, sophisticated
fabrics elegantly matched to the walnut panels warm up the whole environment.
Queens Yachts gives the possibility to choose the main engine starting from the standard
2 x MAN V8 – 1200 – INV. ZF 500 – 1 IV. Crew cabin is optional.
Step onboard: an elegant Queens in Black awaits you.
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